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COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR EXPONENTIAL SERIES

W.T.SLEDD

ABSTRACT.   Results are obtained which relate the size of the coeffi-
oo _*    x

cients  a    of an exponential series f(x) = 2„_o a„e      "  ,x > 0, Re A   > 0,

to the function /.  These results involve comparisons between weighted

¡P   sums of the sequence  (a  ) and weighted  Lp  integrals of / on [0,co).

I.  Introduction.   In [6], Gai er proved that if

oo

/(*) =   L  a„e-AnX,        1<A, <A,<-   .,
72=1 -'.M-"2

and SA-1    converges, then

«n\<2AnpnPfix)\dx=2Anpn\\f\\i

where  pn = IIfe¿n\(Ak + AJ/CA^ - An)|.(lt is assumed that SA"1   converges

so that p     exists.) Anderson and Binmore [2] later proved that   |«  | <

(2A )'2p  II /|L  and this was extended to

(1.1) K\< (2An)1/pPjf\\p,       1<P<2,

in [l0].  All these results were superseded by Schwartz [$>]•

Recently, Binmore [3] has shown, among other things, that if  1 < AQ <

Aj < A2 < • • • , then

«=1
A p

< 4f

When  (A )  is a lacunary sequence, i.e.  An+J > qhn  for some a > 1, it is

known [6] that (p )  is a bounded sequence, and so in this case (1.2) be-

Í>j2A-i<A(a)j;|/(x)|2¿*.
72 = 1

This is a special case of a result of Waterman [l3l, that if (A )  is lacu-

nary, and 1 < jS < p, then
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(1.3)
00

£ \aJPA-ß<A(p, q, ß)^(l - e~*)fi-l\f(x)\*dx.
77=1

It is the purpose of the present paper to extend the inequalities (1.1), (1.2),

and (1.3) to cases where  (A  ) need not be real or lacunary, and p 4 2.

Results on Carleson measures form the major tool here.  A discussion

of these may be found in Duren 's book [5, Chapter IX].  The proofs found

there are for the unit disc but may be readily adapted to the right half-plane,

which will be denoted here by u  .   The Hardy spaces of analytic functions

W will be with respect to II  .  The result needed here is that if p is a pos-

itive Borel measure in  II     so that   fiS, < Bhq  p,  0 < p < q < oo , whenever

S,   is a square of side  h  in  IJ    with one side on the  y-axis, then

(/ifwi«*)1/€ < C F HP

where  C depends only on  B.  Thus, if (A  ) is a sequence of points in II

and if  (c  )  is a sequence of nonnegative constants so that  XA   e _  c    <

Bhg/P  then

(1.4) {T,\F{\n)\^yq^C\\F\ HP'

Throughout this paper such a sequence will be called a Carleson mea-

sure, and it will be assumed that  1 < p < q < °o   are fixed.  This makes the

statements of some of the theorems appear awkward since they are stated in

terms of conjugate indices, but it seems to be the easiest way to handle

things.  It is important to emphasize that  C depends on  B  alone and not on

(c ), and this fact will be used in §3.  The constants  B  and  C will carry

this meaning throughout.  Other constants will be denoted by  A(a, ß, • ■ ■ )

when they depend on parameters   a., ß, • • ■ .  Conjugate indices are denoted

by primes.

Throughout, let

¿72   = n
k¿n

A,

A,

when (A )  is a sequence of distinct points in II  .  It is known that this

product converges if and only if

Re A

(1.5) X-:
1 + IAJ

and unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed that (1.5) holds.

Let

< ~,
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£rZ-K
wN(z)=U~-^-

Then  \W (iy)\ = 1  and

1(1.6)       ¡</(aji=   x t, n
N    " '     2 Re AI    hin

IL  General results. To begin, let

A,-A.

^ + Awrl2ReVJ

FU)=   Z Ww(z)m + 1W(^)
1   (2_ A .yn+i

77

be a finite sum, where  272 is a nonnegative integer, and  H £ H    .  Then

F(An) = anW'N(An)m+1H(An).  It follows from (1.4) and (1.6) that

' N

X
I 1

a H(A„)

(p.Re-AJ—1
rc «

\T

(2.1)

S2-ICÍJ" Z-*-H(27)
1   (//■-A )m + 1

i/p

¿z

Inequalities of the type (2.1) are known to be equivalent to interpola-

tion theorems.  (See [4], for instance.) In this case (2.1) is equivalent to:

bn<Pm*P\.V*1

H(\ )c1/«
72'      72

(2.2) if  1 < p < q < 00 ,  and    Y^

then there is a  G £ Lv     so that

T    fÍmtd\   *»       -°d     \\Gh><2>»W.J -■»(,>_ A  )m+l " P   ~

S  <  oo ,

In particular, when  222 = 0 and  H(z) = 1, (2.2) shows that when

((p   Re A )q) is a Carleson measure then (A )  is an (Hp , lq ) interpolat-
r 77 77 77 A

ing sequence [ll].

In order to apply (2.1), the next theorem, on Fourier transforms, is

needed.

(2.3) Theorem. Let j be a continuous function with compact support in

R, and let F(x) = /^/(/Oe""'*' dt. If 1 < p < q < «., - l/a < a < 0, and ß =

1 - (l/p + l/a) - a > 0  then

(]■"„  \F(x)\«\x\a«dX)Uq<A(p, q^){^Jf(x)\p\x\^dxf/p.
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Thus the Fourier transform may be defined for all measurable functions  /

for which the right-hand side is finite, and the inequality is still valid.

Proof.  A theorem of Pitt [8] states that

(Z(\»\+i)-ßp'\?M\p')1/p' <Mp,q,ß)(S"jf(e)\q'\d\-aq' de)Uq'

when 1 < a' < p' < oo , -l/a < a < 0, ß = 1 - (l/p + l/a) - a > 0.  The dual

result to this is that

(2.4)      (jn_\f(6)\q\d\aqdd)l/q   < A(p, q, ß)i Z(\nADßp\h)\p)X /P

Now proceed as in [12, §§3.2 and 4.8].

Let A > 0,  a    = a (A) = f (n + 1)/xf(x)dx, n = 0,  ±1, •• -, and $  (x)
' 77 77 J 72/X / ' 77

1"        a eivx/x. Then by (2.4)
X7=—77     V

(J^I^WHxI^ax)17*   =   (x1 + a* J^    ¿   «„**'"*      |x|a«dx)

Moreover,

so that

< A(p, a, /SU"«^ Z(|H+ l^laj*)1^-

" J    72/X

^Mhl + lî-^A1-«1-^  f(B + 1)/*|/(x)|*|x|*rfx
J 77/x

(/Irt  l*„WI,l*la'í¿*)1/* ^(p, a, j8)(^oo|/(x)|^|x|^a'xj1/p.

As in [12, §3.2]  it follows that the left-hand side tends to

_oo|F(x)|?|x|a«a,xj1/«     as   A—00.

The first application of (2.3) is in conjunction with (2.1).

(2.5) Theorem.   Let  1 < p < q < °o , -l/q < a < 0, ß = 1 - 2/a - a > 0.

// fix) = Sa  e-An*  is a finite sum then

(f~\lix)\*'x-f*'dx)l/p'< Aia, q)(Y,\anil + \J-"tf'c^ *')"*'.

Proof.  To evaluate the left-hand side of the inequality, let  hix) =

f(x)x~P. Since  p>> 1, there is a function k  in  Lp(0, °° )  so that  \\k\\    < 1

and so that

\\h\\p'=\ J~ /**)*(*) ¿x I = j J~/(x)A(x)x-^dx|.

Let g(x)= /e(x)x-^.  Then  /^ IgW^x^ «?% < 1   and
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r-fj-i/wrv-/»'*)1'»'- |/7z:-»«"a-Vx)ä| = iz«„G(An)i.

By (1.4) and (2.3) (with p = a)

( Z I G(An) (1 + A„)T cnA/"< C( J^ |G(/7) (1 + /7)T a1/)1

<CA(a,P)(J¡>|g(x)|í'|x|^a'x)1

\l//3

,!.'/>

so that

T<CA(a, p)(£|«B(l + An)-a|«c¿-9)1/?

(2.6) Theorem.   Le/  1 < p < a < <*>, - 1/p < a < 0, /3 = 1 - 2/p - a > 0,

and m be a nonnegative integer.  If fix) = Sa  e-An*  is a finite sum, then

a    Vl/<?

c\ < CAip, a, m)(f~ \fix)\Px(™+&Pdx)1
Sl + A)a A/P

(p„ReA„)m+1

Proof.  Since

{°° tmf(t)eixtdt = (-l)mm\ JV
(it-A )m + 1

77

the result follows immediately from (2.1) and (2.3), by letting H(z) = (l +z) ■

III.   Applications.   The problem of determining good inequalities relat-

ing series and integrals thus comes down to determining large Carleson mea-

sures on  (A ).  This is done here for some special cases.  Throughout this

section, /, ?22, ß and   a will be assumed to possess the properties ascribed

to them in (2.6).

First, if

cn = (Re An)q/P ,      cfe = 0,     k4n,

then (c ) is a Carleson measure with  B = 1.  Thus for each n

(psReA„r+1

Next, suppose  (A, ) to be a real increasing sequence, and set

(3.1) (Re An)1/P <Aip,ß,m)<C°°\f\Px(rn+ß)Py/P_

lk = \An.2k-l<An<2k\=\Ark,...,\sk\,       k=l,2,.-..

If (n. ) is any subsequence of positive integers for which  A       £ /, , set

c      =A*/p-1(A      -A ) = Y¿.       c    =0,     n4n,.
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Then when  2k~ l < h < 2k

Z    c   <YéX<AfP<2kq/P<(2h)q/p.
\jesh        j<k

So  B = 2q/p.  Thus it follows from (2.6) that

Zx* SUP'

(3.2)

a (1 + A )a
n 72

(íReAV»*1
72 72

: A    £ I,
77 k

A/a

< Aip, ß, m)(f™\fix)\px(">+®pdx)1/P-

The sequence c =A<îi'""(A -A  ,), n = 1, 2, • • • , gives the weaker
^ 72 72 72 72— 1 T °

inequality

(3.3)
Í*(PnReAnr^

1/«

a^-Ha -a   ,y
72 72 77— 1     ,

<A(p, a, m)(f~\f(x)\»xl'»+fi>Pdx\1    ,

and also a converse inequality, from (2.5),

(f:k%e-xnf^'4/p'
(3.4) /

<A(p, a, 222)  Z
■«.(i + A,)-'!«

tA^-HA.-A..,»»-1

,1/9'

Owen [7] has shown that (3.4) holds even in ß > 0, when  p' = q'.

Finally, let A^ = 1 + z'A^,  n = • • ■ - 2, -1, 0, 1, 2, • • • ,  and suppose

that 0<A   - A  _, < 1.  If  c    =(A   -A     ,)q/p  then (c ) is a Carleson'77 721   — 72 72 72 — I 72

measure.  Then

(3.5)

*„(1+A„)*

(?„ReA/ + I

,1/«

K-K-Aq/P

and

< A(p, a,nb^\Hx)\Px^ß)pdxyp

(3.6)    {^\f(x)\P'x-ßp'dx)UP' <A(p, a)(r.

up':.,   7-,  Wi + V"^ V/9'

^-A«-,)*7^'-1
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The remainder of this section is concerned with the relation of the in-

equalities (3.1)—(3-6) to known results.

The inequality (3-1) reduces to (1.1) when  (A  ) is a real sequence,

m = ß = 0, and  1 < p < 2. However, when 2 < p the restriction that pß >

p — 2 prevents the verification of the inequality

(3.7) l«J<*<P>Ay*|pJ H/»,,        2<p,

which had been conjectured in   [2] and proved in some cases   [l], [9j. This

restriction on  ß would seem at first glance to be due to (2.3) and could

perhaps then be removed by a different approach.  But Dr. Anderson tells me

that Professor D. J. Newman has shown that (3-7) is false and in fact that

\a„\ < AA^\pn\ u/11 ^   is the best that can be hoped for.

The  inequality (3.3) suffers   from a similar defect, but where it is appli-

cable it extends Binmore's and Waterman's results.  In fact when A = (A  )

is a lacunary real sequence then   \pA < A(A)  [6], so

(Z "       )    <A(p,ß)(rQ\f(x)\PAm,ß)Pdx)   \

77

whereas Waterman's results require   0 < m + ß < l/p . And when a = p m 2,

m = jß = 0,  (3-3) gives a rough form of Binmore's result (1.2).

Finally in (3.6), if A   m n,s' = q m p,  then it follows that

Sl1,\T.a«e'i*\St-ßsdt*Aip>rtiZK\si1 + \»\r,iS)

if 0<ß< l/s', ¡i = 1 - 2/s' - ß < 0. This is the dual to the result of Pitt

mentioned in (2.3).

So the results seem to be sharp when measured against the existing

literature. But the extent to which they are applicable is restricted.
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